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14300 N Northsight Blvd #126 

Scottsdale, Arizona   85260 
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Business Buyer Directory, LLC refers established companies for sale with > $1MM EBITDA, all industries, for a nominal, buyer paid, “success only” referral fee, paid only if purchased.  

There is no cost or obligation to pursue this company for sale.  

================================================================================ 

COMMERCIAL WINDOW COVERINGS -  VALUE-ADD DISTRIBUTOR 

Pacific NW 
(Real Estate Purchase Option) 

 
2013  2014  2015  2016_____ 

Sales   $5,725,895 $7,377,882 $9,300,582 $9,384,491 
GP  $1,717,016 $2,011,821 $2,716,048 $3,057,626 
EBITDA  $441,224 $707,461 $1,098,362 $1,289,201 

 

With over 30 years of experience serving the architectural, developer, contractor, and interior design communities, 

our client is the market share leader for business to business custom window covering solutions in the Northwest. 

This nationally recognized dealer and installer is well known for their expertise in motorized and automated 

window coverings for large commercial projects. From their 14,000sq/ft facility, the Company serves multiple 

industries including; Commercial, Education, Healthcare, Hospitality, Public Works, Restaurants and Urban Living. 

 

The Company offers a full range of services including; design, engineered solutions, installation and repair 

together with an array of window covering products, from mini-blinds to whole building automated sun control 

solutions. 

 

Our Clients diverse customer base has provided stability through economic cycles and ensures that no single 

customer represents a significant percentage of annual revenue. The Company has completed projects for 

Amazon, Microsoft, Starbucks, Nintendo, Neiman Marcus, University of Washington, Evergreen Hospital, Group 

Health, Seattle Children’s Hospital, Four Seasons Hotel, Westin King County Library, Future of Flight Museum, 

Seattle Art Museum, Benaroya Hall, Sea Star Restaurant, Wild Ginger, Zephyr, Bellevue Towers and many more 

of the largest, most complex projects in the region. 

 

This divestiture is part of a planned exit strategy for retirement. Day-to-day management is in place. The Sellers 
will provide assistance over several months as part of the purchase structure. 
 
This information is secured from sources BUSINESS BUYER DIRECTORY, LLC, “BBD”, believes to be reliable and accurate. BBD makes no representations or warranties 
whatsoever as to the accuracy of any of this information. Interested parties of the above noted company must verify the accuracy of this information and conduct their own 
due diligence and bear all risk for any information inaccuracies. BBD: does NOT represent this company or its agents, is not a business broker; are not FINRA/ NASD 
registered, provides only seller contact information, no advisory inputs. This is not an offer to sell, or a solicitation to sell securities. Information is void where prohibited. 
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